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LIBRARY EFFECTIVENESS IN AUTOMATED COOPERATIVE SYSTEMS
A.L. Helal
Essen University Library
Essen, West Germany

Problems of evaluation
Why do we have problems in evaluation? Firstly, be eau se of vague objectives, secondly,
uncertain measures and thirdly, half-formulated standards. Governments and institutions
normally follow either planning programming budgeting systems or management by
objectives or context input process product. We librarians have budgeting procedures,
which actually do not follow any of these three kinds.
Work measurements can be used to evaluate the work of any department in a university
library. There are three kinds or three ways:
1) continuous time studies,

2) sam pling and
3) diary studies.
However, any of these types of studies done in one spot cannot be taken over and
compared with another system or with another library because we know that the
environment for each library is completely different. In other words, we have evaluation
levels (evaluation meaning effeetiveness of a system). To do this survey, to find out the
effeetiveness of a system, you can put the question: "How weIl does the system
function?" Or can it be improved if your help can be improved? This means microevaluation. Objectives of the evaluation in a university library means that you have
available material to maximize accessibility of the material to the user. This we also call
impact of the library, library interface, that is to maximize the exposure of the material
to the users; in other words, this is the effeetiveness of the system. User population to
maximize accessibility, exposure per dollar of expenditure, which means cost benefit. So
this impact, the library interface between the bibliographical universe and how de ep the
users are using this material is the effeetiveness of the system.
Co st effeetiveness relates to the internal efficiency of a system or user satisfaction efficiently and economically. On the other hand, cost benefit is only just an attempt to
measure the benefit, the value, the wor th of a particular service. For example, one user
would like to make an inter-library loan. This request costs us internally about ten
German marks. Here we have to interview the user and ask him whether he is seriously
interested in th is work or not.
Set of relations
You have the effectiveness, you have the benefits, you have the costs. You have, in other
words, the costs, the performance and the benefits. This means, the effeetiveness of the
system is the performance of the system. How it is open to the users, how it fulfils the
needs, not the demands of the user.
Then you can also speak of the effeetiveness cycle. You have many factors here: costs,
benefits, stock budget, acquisition budget, library systems, size of the collection and on
the other side, you have the users demands and needs. Here, only two components are
very important in order to judge the effeetiveness of the system: the library system in
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relation to users needs, not their demands. If a user comes in looking for a book, and
finds it, he is happy. If he does not find his book he is unhappy. But, on the other hand,
you do not know what he really needs for his job.
To increase the efficiency of a system you have to introduce mechanization which means
the use of electronic data processing machines. I put here many things, ten related items.
On the other hand, when we introduce mechanization in a library, we do not at all mean
to reduce the number of staff. Not only this, but above all give a better service, improve
the service which we offer.
When changing a system, for example, an old system into a completely mechanized
system, you have three factors: the undesirable features in the new system, the desirabie
features gained by the new system. You have "b" and "e" which are features common to
both systems and "c", the desirabie feature, lost in the new system and the desirabie
feature gained by the new system. This means, when you have to introduce
mechanization in the system you have to follow the formula (a - d) + (f - c). This means
that the total input at the end, the benefit, must be bigger than the undesirable feature
which you faced previously.
The library system
Improvement of the effectiveness of a library system depends on two points:
1) standard of the staff, and
2) the type of the library system itself.
No organization is better than its staff and goodwill is not a substitute for knowledge of
the system. 50 you have to give the staff th is team feeling and sufficient information
about the system. Regular meetings according to th is matrix have to be arranged. For
example, if you have a problem between the cataloguing department and the reference
department, they have to meet and solve the problem. Or if you have a problem with the
circulation department, local loans and the binding department, they have to meet and
discuss the point.
The library system is composed of two big departments: the technical services and the
public services. In other words, the technical services represent the input into the library
and the public services the output of the system. This is an integrated system - what we
understand by integration is a complete integration. If you have a data bank of about one
million or two million records you have to use these records for the acquisition
procedures as well as for the cataloguing procedures, that is for the technical services as
weIl as for the circulation procedures.
To put it another way, if you have a computer centre with a data bank, then you start
doing the mechanization in the acquisition department, covering all steps do ne in this
department, then you have the cataloguing department. Both are part of the technical
services. The output is the circulation department. 50, as you see here, it looks like a
completely integrated system. Some libraries would prefer to start with the circulation
and others with the cataloguing, or cataloguing and circulation, or acquisition and
circulation, but the ideal case of complete integration is to start with the order records
and follow them up in the cataloguing department as weIl as in the circulation
department.
Automation of technical services can only be done for the acquisition or for the
cataloguing or for a completely integrated system. As I mentioned previously, it depends
also on the form of the library. You may have one library, cooperative library systems or
networks. As an output the benefits are coordinated acquisitions and cataloguing, and
coordinated classification. It does not make any difference what system you are using:
Library of Congress classification, Dewey classification - any kind of classification. And
if you have a big data bank, then you can also use it for the inter-library loans.
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Results of automation
What kinds of jobs can be saved in an integrated system? I have subdivided them here
into two columns. This has to be done because it is more or less manual work. Those tasks
whleh are intel1ectual have to be done by professional Iibrarians of different levels.
These can be taken over by machine. For example, for select ion, if yo u formulate your
profile, you can plek out the material you need from the British National BibIiography,
the Library of Congress, the German BibIiography or any kind of bibIiography. As regards
c1assification you can use Dewey c1assifleation, Library of Congress c1assification or any
other kind. As to the verification, th at is to avoid dupIication, this can be carried out by
the machine. Or the cataloguing procedure, whleh is a bottle-neck in every Iibrary. If
you have a record in a machine-readable form whleh you can get fr om any resource you
can also use it in this mechanized system.
The problem whleh you are meeting now, Iibrarians, is th at the national bibIiographies
appear in print too late. On the other hand, it is very good that you are getting the
cataloguing and pubIication also in machine-readable form from the United Kingdom, the
United States, AustraIia or the Federal Republle of Germany. Before the Iiterature is
pubIished, at least four to six weeks in advance, you get these tapes so that you can use
these records for ordering procedures, for the acquisitions, and once we receive the
material we can do the cataloguing verifleation.
As an output there is also the circulation department and, as Prof. Evans mentioned, it is
nothing but charging with the charging procedure. And aH other proced ures, whether you
would Iike to make renewals, prolongations or reservations, contro11ing the fiIing system,
getting aH kinds of statistics, are also final products of this integrated system.The Union
Catalogue is also one of the products whleh depends on the numbe r of partleipating
Iibraries. The more Iibraries you have, the bigger the data bank. AH these records can be
used for cataloguing purposes, for circulation purposes, that is for inter-Iibrary loans.
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